ABSTRACT We present a phase space analysis to explore the potential of single neuron local arithmetic operations on its input conductances. This analysis was conducted first by deriving a rational function model of local spatial summation by using the equivalent circuits for steady-state membrane potentials. It is shown that developed functional phases exist in the space of input conductances, where a single neuron's local operation on input conductances can be described in terms of a set of well-defined arithmetic functions. It is further suggested that this single neuron local rational arithmetic is programmable, in the sense that the selection of these functional phases can be effectively instructed by presynaptic activities. This programmability adds the degree of freedom in a single neuron's ability to process the input information.
INTRODUCTION
During the past three decades, the classical view of single cortical neurons as simple summing machines of synaptic inputs has been significantly changed to include various nonlinear operations as elementary features of neuronal signal processing. Through the investigation into biophysical mechanisms of membrane potential dynamics, a number of arithmetic and logic operations have been proposed that can be performed by single neurons on their input conductances (Blomfield, 1974; Torre and Poggio, 1978; Koch et al., 1982; Shepherd and Brayton, 1987; Zador, et al., 1992; Mel, 1994; Carandini and Heeger, 1994) . Most of these models have been inspired by certain required physiological properties of cortical neurons and have served as feasible explanations for some physiological functions that are hard to be accounted for by the classical linear summation model (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Marr, 1970; Blomfield, 1974;  Torre and Poggio, 1978; Koch et al., 1982; Heeger, 1992 Heeger, , 1993 .
The computational approach to single neuron functions focuses on the operational properties of membrane structures equipped with cross-membrane ionic pathways. In this approach, a computational model of single neurons looks at a set of admissible operations that can be supported by certain biophysical mechanisms, where the gated conductances are the operands and local postsynaptic potentials are the outcomes of the operations. This viewpoint defines a mapping from the space of the input conductances to the space of membrane potentials. Two types of models of this mapping can be identified: single mode and multiple mode. Previous models (Blomfield, 1974; Torre and Poggio, 1978 ; Koch et al., 1982; Shepherd and Brayton, 1987; Zador et al., 1992; Mel 1994; Carandini and Heeger, 1994 ) may be referred to as the single mode models in the sense that there is only one operation in the set of admissible operations. In other words, those models have defined exactly one operation (e.g., division) that can be performed by a given input configuration (e.g., a shunting conductance and an excitatory conductance). In contrast, multiple mode models would consider a set of multiple operations that can be performed in a given configuration. In this case, we perceive the space of input conductances to contain several well-defined (perhaps overlapping) phases such that different operations may be conducted when the values of inputs fall in different phases for a given input configuration.
In this work, we developed a phase-space analysis to derive a multiple mode model of neuronal local arithmetic. Specifically, we studied the phase structure of mapping from gated conductances to the local membrane potentials. Starting with a pavement of membrane using a simplified circuit model, a rational function model was formulated as a general relation between the gated conductances and postsynaptic potentials. Then, several forms of clean operations that approximate the rational function model were considered. The conditions for performing these clean operations led to a partition of the input conductance space into functionally distinct phases. A multiple mode model was finally established by verifying the developedness of those clean operations. Furthermore, by noting that all those clean operation modes were developed from a common general form, and therefore that they can turn to each other mode under the instruction of presynaptic activities, a concept of programmability of neuronal local arithmetic was proposed.
A complete electrical model of a membrane patch requires both the conductive and capacitive pathways to be considered. In this work, a simplified model consisting of only the conductive mechanisms was used. Dealing with such simplified models is equivalent to dealing only with the steady state of the membrane potentials. In slow synaptic events where the time window between successive open-ing/closing of channels is remarkably larger than the membrane time-constant, the steady-state value corresponds to a peak of the membrane potential, and for a majority time of observation the membrane potential takes one of these peak values. In these circumstances, steady-state values and all statistical measurements based on them are physiologically significant (Kandel et al., 1991 Tangential-membrane interactions among patches are modeled by an axial resistance network. If the tangentialmembrane current between patch i and patch j is significant (for instance, in the case of two adjacent dendritic patches), then an axial resistance rij is considered in the network that associates the equivalent circuits of patch i and patch j. Fig.   1 b illustrates the general equivalent circuit model corresponding to an arbitrary pavement geometry. Formally, the definition of patch electromotive potential given in relation 1 can be generalized: let Vm be the electromotive force of patch i, which is measured at the site of Vi in Fig. 1 
Summation and subtraction
In these two clean operations, the low-axial-resistance operation (relation 8) is approximated by linear arithmetic:
and when g2 < g[E + /E(E + 41E2141E21,
It is seen from Fig. 2 that the dynamic ranges for the two types of linear approximations possess different natures. In general, the additive mode is observed when both g, and g2
are small in respect to the gm (refer to relation 10). This observation is consistent with the general intuition that the linear approximation (Eq. 9) is valid in the small signal circumstances. Nevertheless, as can be seen from Fig. 2 b, the subtractive mode does not necessarily operate with small signals: the S of the subtractive mode occupies a narrow band expanding over a wide range in both g, and g2
dimensions. The slope of this band can be well described by the ratio 1E21/1E11. For El = 65 and E2 = -5, this indicates that the magnitude of the inhibitory conductance signal has to be around 13 times higher than the excitatory conductance signal to perform effectively a subtractive operation.
where summation takes place among the gated conductances of isopolarized patches and subtraction among heteropolarized patches. In the case of B = 2, the dynamic range S of the linear arithmetic is determined as follows (see Appendix Al):
Case I: El = E2 + 0 (additive mode):
Case II: El > 0 > E2 (subtractive mode; the case of E2 > 0 > E1 can be known by symmetry): when g2 .
Multiplication For B = 2, we consider the multiplicative approximation of relation 8 of the form (13) The dynamic range of it is determined for three cases (see Appendix A2):
Case I: El = E2 + 0 (isopolarized multiplication): 3 illustrates the dynamic ranges of the multiplicative mode (Eq. 13) in isopolarized, heteropolarized, and shunting cases. In both the isopolarized and heteropolarized cases, the S is a narrow band bounded by two curves (not strictly hyperbolic; see relations 14 and 15). When one of the two patches is of the shunting type, the shunting conductance g, can vary in a wide range for small g2 and this range becomes more narrow as the shunted conductance increases (Fig. 3 c) (18) that is, the conductances corresponding to the subset {I} effectively divide the conductances in the subset {k}. For the case of B = 2(L = K = 1), the rational function (Elgl + E2g2)/(g1 + g2 + 2gm) is approximated by E2g2/(g1 + 2gm), for which the dynamic range is determined as follows (see Appendix A3).
Case I: E1 = E2 + 0 (isopolarized division): Case Il: E1E2 < 0 (heteropolarized division):
Case III: El = 0 and E2 * 0 (shunting division):
5 illustrates the value ranges of other basic modes. It is noteworthy that for the cases of subtractive (Fig. 5 a) , isopolarized ( Fig. 5 b) (Fig. 5, f and g ).
The S of the isopolarized division is shown in Fig. 4 a. Similar to the case of subtraction, the S is a narrow band, but with a slope of almost one. There are two possibilities with the case of E1E2 < 0, that is, El > 0 > E2 (Fig. 4 b) and E1 < 0 < E2 (Fig. 4 c) . For both of them, the S is stretched along the dimension of the inhibitory conductance. The S of the shunting division occupies one half of the g1 -g2 plane, indicating a very loose restriction to be met by the two participating conductances to perform a division.
Because of the monotonity of the rational function (relation 8) and of its various approximations (Eqs. 9, 13, and 18) it suffices to determine the value range of each of the basic modes by looking at the function value on the boundaries of the S. For the additive mode and the shunting divisive mode, it is readily known that 
Phase diagram of arithmetic modes
Based on the identification of the four basic arithmetic modes, phase diagrams can be achieved for three types of polarization configurations: 1) two isopolarized patches, 2) two heteropolarized patches, and 3) a shunting patch and an excitatory (or inhibitory) patch. Phase diagrams (Fig. 6 ) prescribe a restriction on what types of arithmetic can be performed by a specific polarization configuration. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , two isopolarized patches can effectively perform addition, multiplication, and division, but no subtraction ( Fig. 6 a) ; two isopolarized patches may perform subtraction, multiplication, and (a little) division ( Fig. 6 b) ; finally, multiplication and division are two typical operations with the shunting configuration (Fig. 6 c) . There are overlaps between some The local computation model we have developed above under the zero-axial-resistance condition may serve as a point neuron model. When such model neurons are embedded into a specific neural circuit, certain physiological functions can be simulated. As an example, we consider a normalization model for simple cells in the primate visual cortex (Heeger, 1992; Carandini and Heeger, 1994) . According to this model, a simple cell's response begins with a linear stage, which performs essentially the same function as in the linear summation model, followed by a normalization stage (Fig. 7 a) . At the normalization stage, each cell's linear response is divided by a quantity proportional to the pooled activity of other cortical cells (Heeger, 1992; Carandini et al., 1994) . The mechanism underlying the normalization model has been considered (Carandini et al., (Carandini, M., and D. Heeger 1994) to explain the membrane mechanism of normalization (adapted from Carandini and Heeger (1994) ).
1994) in terms of the equivalent circuit model of a isopotential membrane (see Fig. 7 b) (Heeger, 1992 (Heeger, , 1993 . However, there are difficulties in proposing biologically plausible mechanisms for the key assumption Eq. 23. As conductances are nonnegative, it is not plain to see how gi and ge trade off against each other.
If we interpret group K as the input from the LGN, group L as the pooled cortical activity, then our relation 18 restates the normalization model given by Heeger et al., the constant B X gm in the denominator corresponding to the semisaturation constant (Heeger, 1992 (Heeger, , 1993 . The difficulty in the explanation of the assumption Eq. 23 can be overcome by our model: for a given E, the model neuron can effectively perform Eq. 18 as long as the participating afferents meet relation 22. As we have seen in the case of B = 2, this relation specifies a half plane in the phase space of conductances as admissible conductance values, it can be easily satisfied by a large set of configurations. peak of 65 mV (all patches are excitatory) and the LGN input level is 10 times as much as the resting level; in this case, the ratio between the intracortical and LGN input activity levels is 7.48. A numerical simulation result is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
DISCUSSION
Well-developedness of the arithmetic modes Some previous works have suggested the existence of certain types of neuronal clean arithmetics. Blomfield (1974) has derived three types of operations: isopolarized addition (with small conductance changes), heteropolarized subtraction (with small conductance changes), and heteropolarized division (with large inhibitory conductance). Another work (Torre and Poggio, 1978) proposed a possible mechanism for shunting multiplication. Because their derivation is based on Taylor expansion of the original rational function, the result of (Torre and Poggio, 1978) applies only to small conductance circumstances, and some additional procedures are required to remove the unwanted terms in the expansion to give a clean multiplication (Poggio and Torre, 1981 ; Koch and Poggio, 1992) . By systematically exploring the phase space of the gated conductances, these established observations are verified and extended. As shown in Fig. 6 , a total of eight phases can be observed in the three possible polarization configurations. All these clean operation modes can be described in three categories: less-developed, developed, and well-developed. A mode is called developed if it has a wide dynamic range (compared with gm) in at least one dimension; it is well developed if, in addition, the dynamic diagram occupies a large portion of the phase space; and it is less developed if the dynamic range is narrow in both dimensions. Therefore, subtraction is found to be a developed mode for its broad dynamic range in both g, and g2 dimensions (Fig. 6 b) together with its wide dynamic range ( Fig.  5 a) ; and it is not well developed because of the limited phase area. As an extension to Blomfield's observation, it is evident from the phase diagram that the subtraction works not only for small conductance changes but also for large changes. The feature of a long, narrow band of the subtraction phase suggests that it is the interrelation between the two conductances, rather than the magnitude, that is important for the formation of a subtractive operation. Being also a linear operation, the addition is a less developed mode due to the narrow dynamic range in both dimensions (smaller than gm). These two linear modes are so dissimilar in their phase diagrams that it is reasonable to consider them as two functionally different modes.
The multiplicative mode is developed in all three configurations. The isopolarized and shunting multiplications possess a wide dynamic range in both g1 and g2 dimensions (Fig. 6, a and c) , whereas the heteropolarized multiplication is widely defined only in the g2 dimension. The value range of the isopolarized and shunting multiplications is wide FIGURE 8 Simulation of the normalization model. A total of 400 patches is used, and the average LGN contribution to membrane potential is set to 20 mV. In a, c, and e, a hypothetic sinusoidal temporal pattern of LGN activity Y2kgk is shown as curve 1, the lower bound for intracortical activity level as determined by Eq. 22 is shown as curve 2, and an admissible intracortical activity is shown as curve 3. Intracortical activity is determined in (a) by the bound (Eq. 22) plus white noises, in c as an oppositely phased temporal pattern, and in e as an in-phase pattern. The corresponding original rational model and the normalization model are depicted on the right. For all curves, e = 1. (Fig. 5, b and d) . In contrast, heteropolarized multiplication has a narrow value range (Fig. 5 c) . It is worth noting that the phase diagrams of the isopolarized and shunting multiplications possess (not strictly) a hyperbolic nature that, as we shall see below, implies important restrictions on the activity patterns of g, and g2. Division is also observed in all three configurations. As judged from the small dynamic range (Fig. 4 b) , the heteropolarized division of the excitatory-divides-inhibitory type is a less developed mode. On the other hand, the division of the inhibitory-divides-excitatory type can be observed for a large range of inhibitory conductance value (Fig. 4 c) , suggesting that it is a developed mode (this is consistent with Blomfield's study). The isopolarized division is a developed mode (Fig. 5 e and Fig. 6 a) and has a narrow phase band similar to the case of subtraction.
In all of the eight possible modes, the shunting division is the only well-developed mode. This is evident from its broad dynamic range (Fig. 6 c) and large phase area (a half-phase plane). It also has a wide value range (r-= [E + E/E(E + 41E11)]/2), which is independent of the value of the two conductances.
The developedness of each arithmetic mode is summarized in Table 2 . The developedness of an arithmetic mode implies the physiological observability of the mode. Thus, the well-developedness of the shunting division suggests it to be a mostly observable physiological phenomenon. The developed modes can be observed under certain conditions. In general, less developed modes correspond to rare behaviors. However, as we shall see below, addition can be an observable mode when the cell's electrical activity is sustained at a low level.
Dependence on presynaptic activity
The phase diagrams in Fig. 6 (g,, g2 ), though changing, remains to stay in a specific phase for a remarkable time period such that a persistent clean operation is performed. For time-varying g, and g2, this requirement implies that it is not the magnitude but the temporal pattern of conductance changes that is relevant to the triggering of a specific arithmetic mode. From Fig. 6 , it is seen that the persistent triggering of the isopolarized multiplication and division, of the heteropolarized subtraction, and of the shunting multiplication (with large shunted conductance in respect to the gm), demands highly ordered (g1, g2) activity patterns. Specifically, inphase (g1, g2) temporal patterns may effectively trigger isopolarized division and heteropolarized subtraction, and oppositely phased (g1, g2) patterns may trigger a multiplication. Take the sinusoidal g2 as example. It can be derived from relations 14, 19, and 11 that the most effective pattern of g, is a synchronized one with a phase difference of '7r for the multiplication and of zero for the division and the subtraction (Fig. 9) .
Some clean arithmetics, such as addition and shunting division, do not require highly ordered input patterns. Addition is performed whenever the both gated conductances are small in respect to gm. This condition associates the addition mode with the spontaneous synaptic activities, which are typically low-level and randomly phased. In general, an ideal general-purpose arithmetic mechanism is required to possess a wide dynamic range and a wide value range. In this sense, single neurons and their computational dendrites are not good general-purpose arithmetic computers. However, it is this lack of generality that makes the single neurons and their computational subunits good programmable special-purpose computers. We have shown that the input space of single neurons can be divided into functional phases based on their arithmetic modes. Furthermore, transitions between functional phases are instructed by presynaptic activity. All these properties suggest single cortical neurons to be programmable rational approximators. Because there are a remarkable number of free parameters in the rational model, it is reasonable to expect more computational functions in the proposed model than what can be achieved by neuronal polynomial approximators (Poggio and Girosi 1990; Dubin and Rumelhart 1990; Mel and Koch 1990 
